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RED BUTT

Hook - Black Double

Thread - Red

Tip - Oval Silver

Tag - Red Tinsel

Tail - Red Floro Fibre

Rib - Silver wire

Body - Flat Silver Tinsel

Hackle - Black Cock

Wing - Black Arctic Fox

Hackle - Black Schlappen

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Secure the hook in the vice. Run the tying thread down the hook to

opposite the the barb tying in the Oval tinsel as you go. Wind the thread

forwards a couple of turns. Wind up the tinsel forwards 3 turns to create

the tip and trim off. Tie in the flat Red tinsel and wind the thread back up

a couple of mm. Wind the tinsel up to opposite the point, tie in and cut

off the waste. Cut a length of Red Floro fibre and tie in for the tail. Trim

it with your scissors so that it has a taper. Tie in the Silver Wire and Flat

Silver. Take the thread to the head binding everything in and forming a

smooth underbody. Trim off the waste. Wind the flat tinsel in smooth

turns up to this point, tie in and trim the waste. Tie in a Black cock

hackle by the base. Take 2 close turns at the head and then palmer the

hackle down to the midpoint. Holding the hackle point taught rib the

wire up to the head binding in the hackle as you go. Tie in the wire

tightly and trim the waste at both ends.

Select and prepare a bunch of Black Artic Fox, this should be a mixture

of underfur and guard hairs. Tie this in tightly with well waxed thread.

The wing should extend to just past the end of the tail. Tie in a Black

Schlappen hackle by the tip, it should be longer than the cock hackle.

Double it and wind 2 turns. Tie in and trim the waste. Prepare a pair of

Jungle Cock eyes and tie in each side of the wing, they should be half

the body length. Fold back the base stalks. Tie in tightly and trim the

waste. Form a neat head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of

thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.




